
Scalable social ad tech solutions,
tailor-made.

Boost your sales 
with brandformance 
campaigns
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Born in 2013, Muroexe is a young shoe 
retailer that defines its brand as a 
balance between functionality and 
aesthetic simplicity and minimalism. 
#DOTHEFUTURE is their motto. And they 
did transform those words into acts with 
65K pairs sold in more than 13 countries 
in less than four years. 

To boost their sales in the German 
market which they have recently 
entered, the start-up decided to 
leverage Facebook and dynamic ads 
to give visibility to their state-of-the-art 
shoes and drive audience to purchase.
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DEFINE your target audience
Though they already had presence in the country, Muroexe wanted to develop its 
business in Germany. With the high-quality shoes they produce, the one thing they 
needed to do is to make people more aware of their products. 
To drive attention on them, they decided to run a 12-days Facebook campaign in 
which they offered a 20% discount on each pair of shoes purchased online. 

To increase performance and sales, MakeMeReach experts team advised Muroexe 
to leverage the existing information they collected from their website, social presence 
and anterior sales in order to target lookalikes of buyers and add to cart, fans and 
retarget website visitors. 
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CHOOSE 
the right formats

Carousel Ads
THE NATURAL 
CHOICE
The ad format chosen to carry the 
campaign and spread out the word 
about the discount was Carousel 
Ads , which are very efficient for 
e-commerce in terms of performance 
with retargeting.

Photo Ads
TO CAPITALIZE 
ON THE GREAT 
CREATIVES
MakeMeReach nevertheless insisted 
on Muroexe trying out Page-Post 
Engagement Photo Ads. Indeed, with 
the quality of their creatives, Muroexe 
could offer a more immersive 
experience to their audience. The 
creatives had genuinely the potential 
to catch Facebook users’ eyes in the 
feed and raise their interest for the 
shoes so they click on the link in the 
wording that redirects to Muroexe’s 
website. 
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ACHIEVE amazing 
performance
The boost of the Facebook campaign on sales 
was astonishing: Muroexe sold 12 times more pairs 
of shoes in twelve days than in a regular month! 

MakeMeReach played a key role in the success of the campaigns. As a tool, its 
optimization features were a great asset to achieve performance, particularly 
the Helicopter view homepage to track and optimize results and custom columns 
to track key values for the campaigns such as ROI. As a team, the proactive 
recommendations delivered by the MakeMeReach experts about formats and 
strategy helped Muroexe to really drive their campaign and capitalize on 
the data they accumulated and their creatives.

In fact, the Page-Post Engagement Photo Ads achieved much more better 
performance than the Carousel Ads ads with a 3 times lower CPC. In terms of drive-
to-purchase, the gap is even more widening with cost per action 7 times lower!

83%

3x 7x

CONVERSIONS 
FROM NEW USERS

LOWER
CPC

LOWER
CPA

What is particularly striking is how the campaign drove new customers to the brand 
with 83% of the conversions came from new users. The use of lookalikes definitely 
helped reaching this new audience.
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SCALE your 
investment

This huge growth in sales compared to when Muroexe 
were not using Facebook advertising in this country 
has convinced the start-up to increase its investment 
on Facebook through the MakeMeReach platform. 
with now a budget allocated on Facebook campaigns 
10 times bigger than for the 12-days campaign. 

Alejandro Gómez-Lechón, Digital Marketing Manager.

“Though our products were already available in the German market for quite a few time, 
the 12-days campaign we ran on Facebook really gave a boost to our business in the country 
and increased brand awareness there by allowing us to reach new potential customers. 
Now, the objective is to keep this good trend by scaling our budget on Facebook campaigns 
and we plan to do so by working hand in hand with MakeMeReach experts team.“


